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A highly cytopathic feline immunodeficiency virus, FIV-Oma, was previously isolated from a nondomestic cat. In this
report, we describe experiments to characterize its transcription map and examine its Rev activity. The temporal progression
of viral gene expression is similar to that of HIV-1. The splicing pattern of viral transcripts was determined by sequence
analysis of RT-PCR-amplified viral cDNAs. In vitro transcription and translation of two putative rev cDNAs revealed that
they encode at least one 22-kDa protein. The Rev-responsive element (RRE) of FIV-Oma, identified by computer-assisted
RNA secondary structure analysis, was inserted into the intron of an HIV-1-derived reporter plasmid and used in a transient
transfection assay for Rev activity. Cotransfection of the RRE construct with the two rev cDNA clones significantly increased
the expression of the reporter gene linked to the RRE, indicating that both transcripts encode an active Rev protein. The
Rev activity of FIV-Oma is 5 to 8 times higher than that of a domestic cat FIV isolate, FIV-PPR. Our experiments also
demonstrate the heterologous interaction of FIV-PPR Rev with the FIV-Oma RRE, even though the RREs of the two viruses
have very little nucleotide sequence identity. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION pletely sequenced (Maki et al., 1992; Miyazawa et al.,
1991; Olmsted et al., 1989a, 1989b; Phillips et al., 1990;
Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) belongs to the ge- Talbott et al., 1989). Like other lentiviruses, FIV has three
nus lentivirus of the family Retroviridae (Miyazawa et al., large open reading frames (orfs), gag, pol, and env, en-
1991; Pedersen et al., 1987; Talbott et al., 1989). FIV infec- coding structural and enzymatic proteins. FIV genomes
tion in domestic cats causes acquired immunodeficiency also contain at least three small orfs encoding the viral
syndrome (AIDS) similar to that seen with human immu- regulatory factors. Two of the regulatory proteins, Vif and
nodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection (Ishida et al., Rev, have been shown to be critical in the viral replication
1990; Pedersen et al., 1989; Yamamoto et al., 1988). Be- cycle. Vif is essential for the infectivity of cell-free FIV
cause of its genetic and pathogenic similarities to HIV- virions (Tomonaga et al., 1992). Rev and the Rev-respon-
1, FIV is an animal model for human AIDS research (Ben- sive element (RRE) are both required for productive viral
nett and Hart, 1995). Serological surveys have also identi- infection (Kiyomasu et al., 1991; Phillips et al., 1992). The
fied FIV infection in nondomestic cats; however, its dis- importance of the gene product encoded by orf-2 in FIV
ease-causing potential in nondomestic cats has not been is still not clear. Orf-2 is similar to the visna virus tat
studied extensively (Barr et al., 1989; Brown et al., 1994; gene in its size, location, and splicing pattern (Davis and
Lutz et al., 1992; Olmsted et al., 1992). The complete Clements, 1989). However, no significant transactivation
nucleotide sequences of only two isolates of FIV from by the FIV Tat protein has been demonstrated (Sparger
exotic cats have been reported (Barr et al., 1997; Langley et al., 1992).
et al., 1994), and the pattern of viral gene expression of The expression of lentiviral genes in the infected host
nondomestic cat lentiviruses has yet to be examined. is a complex process which involves alternative splicing
Several strains of FIV isolated from domestic cats have of the primary viral messenger RNA (mRNA) into singly
been cloned and their proviral genomes have been com- or multiply spliced viral transcripts. It is controlled tempo-
rally and quantitatively by the viral regulatory proteins
(Cullen and Greene, 1989; Kim et al., 1989). The multiply1 Present address: LeukoSite, Inc., 215 First Street, Cambridge, MA
spliced mRNA species, including tat and rev, are ex-02142.
pressed in the early stage of infection, followed later by2 Present address: Department of Neuropharmacology, CAL-4, Room
365, The Scripps Research Institute, 10666 North Torrey Pines Road, the singly spliced and full-length viral mRNAs (Kim et al.,
La Jolla, CA 92037. 1989). This temporal pattern has not been thoroughly
3 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
investigated in FIV; however, one study showed that thedressed at Department of Microbiology and Immunology, C5171 VMC,
viral transcripts in peripheral blood cells from asymptom-College of Veterinary Medicine, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
Fax: (607) 253-4058. E-mail: rja5@cornell.edu. atic FIV-infected cats were predominantly multiply
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spliced mRNAs, implying that transcription may have loss. Approximately 4 years after FIV infection was first
diagnosed, the Pallas’ cat was euthanized due to severebeen blocked at an early stage in those cats (Tomonaga
et al., 1995). The splicing pattern of some FIV transcripts cachexia and chronic diarrhea. At that time, his
CD4/:CD8/ ratio had decreased to 0.22 (S. Kennedy-has been analyzed in domestic cat FIV isolates (Phillips
et al., 1992; Tomonaga et al., 1993). It was found to be Stoskopf, North Carolina State University, personal com-
munication).more closely related to the splicing pattern of ruminant
lentiviruses such as visna virus and caprine arthritis en- Recently, we have sequenced the complete proviral
genome of FIV-Oma (Barr et al., 1997). Its genomic orga-cephalitis virus than that of HIV-1 (Miyazawa et al., 1994).
The regulatory protein Rev plays a pivotal role in the nization is typical for lentiviruses. In addition to gag, pol,
and env, the FIV-Oma genome has small orfs with sizeslentiviral life cycle. Previous studies on HIV-1 demon-
strated that Rev acts by inducing the cytoplasmic expres- and locations similar to vif, rev, and orf-2 of domestic
cat FIV isolates. In the present study, we examined thesion of incompletely spliced viral transcripts that code
for HIV-1 structural proteins (Cullen and Greene, 1989). temporal progression of FIV-Oma gene expression and
determined the splicing pattern of each transcript. WeTherefore, it may play an important role in the control of
viral latency (Malim and Cullen, 1991; Pomerantz et al., also investigated the activity of the gene products of two
multiply spliced viral transcripts on the predicted FIV-1990). Rev functions at the posttranscriptional level and
binds directly to a cis-acting locus, the Rev-responsive Oma RRE. Our research is the first to characterize nondo-
mestic cat lentiviral gene expression, which is essentialelement (RRE) (Malim et al., 1989b; Rosen et al., 1988).
The RRE in the viral transcripts forms a secondary RNA for the subsequent elucidation of the genetic control of
FIV-Oma cell tropism and increased cytopathicity.structure whose major function is Rev binding (Huang et
al., 1991; Olsen et al., 1990). The mechanism of Rev func-
MATERIALS AND METHODStion is not completely understood. It is believed that the
interaction of Rev and RRE either inhibits mRNA splicing Virus and cell cultures
(Chang and Sharp, 1989; Heaphy et al., 1991) or facili-
The FIV strain used in this study was isolated from atates transport of the RRE-containing mRNAs to the cyto-
Pallas’ cat and designated as FIV-Oma (Barr et al., 1995).plasm (Bogerd et al., 1995; Fischer et al., 1995; Stutz et
Crandell feline kidney (CrFK) cells were maintained inal., 1995). Both models are possible and not mutually
complete CrFK growth medium (MEM supplemented withexclusive; however, recent experiments suggest that the
20% L-15, 4 mM L-glutamine, 1% gentamicin, and 5% fetallatter one is more likely to be directly involved. It has
bovine serum). Peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBMCs)been reported that domestic cat FIV isolates also have
were separated from other cellular components in thea Rev protein which functions through an RRE and in-
blood of uninfected specific pathogen-free (SPF) cats.creases the expression of RRE containing mRNAs (Kiyo-
They were maintained in RPMI medium in the presencemasu et al., 1991; Phillips et al., 1992).
of concanavalin A (5 mg/ml; Sigma) and/or human recom-We have previously reported the isolation of a highly
binant interleukin-2 (100 IU/ml; Cetus Corp.).cytopathic strain of FIV, FIV-Oma, from a Pallas’ cat,
A high concentration of FIV-Oma virus stock was pre-which is an endangered species of exotic cat (Barr et al.,
pared from infected CrFK cells. The cells were split once1995). Unlike domestic cat FIV isolates, which establish
(1:4) 3 days after inoculation. Two days after the split,noncytolytic infection in a limited number of cell lines,
extensive syncytium formation was observed and cellFIV-Oma infects a broad range of cultured cells and
lysis began to occur. At that time, the virus was harvestedcauses extensive syncytium formation followed by rapid
by subjecting the infected cells to three freeze/thaw cy-cell death (Barr et al., 1995). The determinants for these
cles in a small volume of medium. The cell debris wereunique biological characteristics of FIV-Oma remain to
separated from the supernatant by centrifugation. Thebe explored and related to its pathology in the host. In
virus in this supernatant was used for later inoculation.the Pallas’ cat host, FIV-Oma infection may have resulted
The titer of this virus stock was 105 syncytium formingin immunosuppressive disease. This cat had no overt
units/ml.clinical signs of disease at the time of the initial virus
Alternatively, FIV-Oma was cultivated in the PBMCs ofisolations; however, he was infected with two uncommon
uninfected SPF domestic cats. Fresh interleukin-2-stimu-blood parasites, a newly classified Trypanosoma species
lated PBMCs from uninfected SPF cats were added every(Barr et al., 1993) and Hepatazooan canis (or a similar
5 to 7 days to the infected PBMCs. The infected PBMCsparasite). Although the cat’s lymphocyte counts were
were used for whole-cell polyadenylated RNA isolationwithin low normal limits, his CD4/:CD8/ ratio (0.34) was
(see below).much lower than those of three uninfected Pallas’ cats
(1.35, 2.2, and 2.8) and lower than values accepted as
Infection and reverse transcriptase assaynormal for domestic cats (Barr et al., 1995). Over the first
2 years of observation, the cat continued to be clinically An inoculum of FIV-Oma at an m.o.i. of 1.0 was used
to infect CrFK cells to achieve synchronous infection.normal. He then began to experience gradual weight
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Cells were exposed to the virus at 377 for 1 hr, washed, CTTCCTGCAACT3 *. Primer p62 is located at nucleotide
position 7106 to 7087 with the sequence 5*TGCCAATAT-and divided among an appropriate number of culture
flasks. At 24, 48, and 66 hr postinfection (p.i.), samples CACTCCTGATG3 *. The locations of these primers in the
FIV-Oma proviral genome are illustrated in Fig. 4b.were taken from the supernatant of the infected cells for
reverse transcriptase (RT) assays, and an appropriate cDNAs of the multiply spliced viral transcripts and the
splice junctions of the singly spliced viral transcriptsnumber of flasks of infected cells were harvested for
whole-cell polyadenylated RNA isolation (see below). were amplified by reverse transcription followed by poly-
merase chain reaction (RT-PCR). This was carried outMagnesium (Mg2/)-associated RT assay was performed
according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Reverse using an RNA PCR kit as described by the manufacturer
(Perkin–Elmer–Cetus). The reverse transcription wastranscriptase assay, nonradioactive, Boehringer-Mann-
heim). performed in the presence of 0.5 mg antisense primer
(pU3, p57, or p62) and 1 mg polyadenylated RNA from
Polyadenylated RNA isolation and Northern uninfected or FIV-Oma-infected CrFK cells (66 hr postin-
hybridization fection) and PBMCs (10 days postinfection). To amplify
the single-stranded DNA synthesized in the reverse tran-
Whole-cell polyadenylated RNA was isolated from the
scription, PCR was carried out by adding AmpliTaq DNA
FIV-Oma-infected CrFK cells and PBMCs using the Oligo-
Polymerase (2.5 U) and the sense primer pU5 (0.5 mg) to
tex Direct mRNA kit (QIAGEN) as described in the manu-
the reverse transcription product. The reaction mixtures
facturer’s instruction. Whole-cell polyadenylated RNA
were subjected to 30 cycles of amplification with denatur-
samples were subjected to formaldehyde gel electropho-
ation at 947 for 1 min, annealing at 557 for 2 min, and
resis (Sambrook et al., 1989) and transferred to nylon
extension at 727 for 3 min in a DNA Thermal Cycler 480
membranes (Fourney et al., 1988). The membranes were
(Perkin–Elmer–Cetus). An aliquot of each PCR product
then hybridized with radiolabeled FIV-Oma-specific
(10 ml) was analyzed on a 2% agarose gel and then trans-
probes using standard techniques (Sambrook et al.,
ferred to a nylon membrane and hybridized with FIV-Oma
1989). When necessary, the membranes were stripped
subgenomic probe (a).
and subsequently hybridized with a second radiolabeled
probe (Sambrook et al., 1989). Cloning and sequence analysis of amplified cDNA
Three FIV-Oma subgenomic probes were used in the
Northern hybridizations. Probe (a) contains viral se- The PCR amplified cDNA was cloned into pCR II vector
(TA cloning kit, Invitrogen) according to the manufactur-quence from nucleotide 9264 to the end of the proviral
genome, including the 3 * viral long terminal repeat region er’s instruction. Plasmids carrying inserts with amplified
viral sequences were identified by Southern hybridization(LTR). The sequence of probe (b) spans from 5747 to
6048 of the proviral genome, containing a portion of the with FIV-Oma subgenomic probe (a) which contained the
viral LTR (Sambrook et al., 1989). The nucleotide se-vif orf. The sequence of probe (c) spans from 7314 to
8420 in the proviral genome, containing a portion of the quence of the viral cDNA clones was determined by auto-
mated DNA sequencing (Applied Biosystems Inc., Modelenv orf. The locations of these probes are depicted in
Fig. 1. The probes were synthesized using a random- 373A) and manual sequencing using the dideoxy-medi-
ated chain termination method (Isotherm DNA sequenc-primed DNA labeling kit (Boehringer-Mannheim) in the
presence of [32P]dCTP (DuPont) according to the manu- ing kit, Epicentre Technologies). The cDNA sequences
were compared with that of the FIV-Oma proviral ge-facturer’s instruction.
nome. MacVector/AssemblyLIGN (International Biotech-
cDNA synthesis and amplification nologies, Inc., Eastman Kodak Co.) software and the
NCBI Blast sequence similarity search (GenBank) were
A pair of oligonucleotide primers located inside the
used for nucleic acid sequence alignment, open reading
LTR were used to amplify the multiply spliced mRNAs.
frame prediction, and comparison of the cDNA clones
The upstream primer (pU5) is a sense primer located in
with other lentiviral transcripts.
the U5 region of the LTR, with the sequence 5*CTGCCG-
TGTGTCTGAGTCTTTTC3 * and nucleotide position 316 In vitro transcription and translation
to 338 in the FIV-Oma proviral genome. The downstream
primer (pU3) is an antisense primer located in the U3 Some viral cDNA clones were subjected to in vitro
transcription and translation using the TNT T7/SP6-cou-region of the LTR, with the sequence 5*GTCATACTA-
GCCTAGCAAGCGTCAC3 * and nucleotide position 9544 pled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega). One micro-
gram of cDNA cloned in the pCRII vector was used into 9520 in the proviral genome. To amplify the splice
junctions of the singly spliced mRNAs, different down- each reaction. [35S]Methionine (New England Nuclear)
was used to label the synthesized proteins. The reactionstream antisense primers were used with the upstream
sense primer pU5. Primer p57 is located at nucleotide mixtures were incubated at 307 for 2 hr. The radiolabeled
translation products were analyzed by 15% SDS–poly-position 5669 to 5689 with the sequence 5*GGACTAGAG-
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acrylamide gel electrophoresis and the protein bands were done in triplicate. The mean CAT activity and the
standard deviation for the three parallel experiments inwere visualized by autoradiography (Sambrook et al.,
1989). each combination of the constructs were determined.
Construction of cDNA and RRE-reporter plasmids RESULTS
Viral cDNAs of two species of the multiply spliced viral Analysis of FIV-Oma transcripts by Northern
transcripts encoding the putative rev gene were sub- hybridization
cloned into a mammalian expression vector, pRc/CMV
To study the viral transcripts of FIV-Oma, we isolated(Invitrogen), downstream of the immediate early human
whole-cell polyadenylated RNA from infected CrFK cellscytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The orientation of
and performed Northern hybridization with different FIV-these constructs was confirmed by sequencing. The FIV-
Oma probes (Fig. 1). A probe that contained the FIV-OmaPPR rev construct, pRev, in a simian virus 40 expression
LTR sequence was used to detect all the viral transcriptsvector was used in our experiments as a comparison
(Fig. 1a, probe a). Six viral mRNA species were detected(Phillips et al., 1992).
on the Northern blot at 9.8, 5.0, 4.4, 2.0/1.9 (doublet, alsoThe RRE of FIV-Oma was predicted by computer analy-
see the 48-hr lane in Fig. 3a), and 1.2 kb (Fig. 1b). Bysis using the GCG software (Genetic Computer Group).
analogy with the RNA splicing patterns of other retrovi-The whole proviral genome was searched for regions
ruses, the six transcripts belonged to three groups: thewith unusual RNA-folding properties. A 163-nucleotide
full-length mRNA (9.8 kb) that is unspliced, the medium-region (9028 to 9190) surrounding the stop codon of the
sized mRNAs (5.0 and 4.4 kb) that are usually singlyenv orf was identified as having the potential for forming
spliced, and the small mRNAs (2.0 kb/1.9 kb doublet andan extensive stem–loop structure (Fig. 6a). A 458-kb
1.2 kb) that are usually multiply spliced. The full-lengthfragment (8843 to 9301) containing this putative RRE re-
9.8-kb transcript is genomic RNA which should also func-gion of FIV-Oma was amplified by PCR with primers
tion as the mRNA for the gag and pol genes that codepRRE-F and pRRE-R. Primer pRRE-F is located at nucleo-
for core proteins and viral enzymes. The two medium-tide position 8843 to 8862 in the proviral genome
sized viral transcripts of 5.0 and 4.4 kb are hypothesizedwith the sequence 5*(AGATCT)CCATTAGGGAATGTG-
to be the vif and env transcripts, respectively, accordingTTCC3 *. Primer pRRE-R is located at nucleotide position
to their sizes. To confirm this hypothesis, the Northern9301 to 9284 with the sequence 5*(CTCGAG)GTGAGT-
blot was stripped and hybridized with two other FIV-OmaCATGGAACAATG3 *. The PCR product was digested with
probes specific for either the vif or the env orfs. ProbeBglII and XhoI, whose restriction sequences were added
(b) contains a sequence within the vif orf. It hybridizedto the PCR primers (indicated by sequences in the paren-
with the full-length and the 5.0-kb mRNAs (Fig. 1b). Probetheses) and ligated into pUC-L7C-CAT that was digested
(c) contains a sequence in the env orf. It detected thewith the same restriction enzymes. The orientation of the
9.8-, 5.0-, and 4.4-kb mRNAs (Fig. 1). These results revealFIV-Oma RRE was confirmed by sequencing. The RRE
that the 5.0-kb transcript contains both the vif and theconstruct of FIV-PPR, pRRE(/), was used for comparative
env orfs; however, the 4.4-kb transcript contains only thepurposes.
env orf. Therefore, the 5.0-kb viral mRNA is the vif tran-
script, and the 4.4-kb viral mRNA is the env transcript.Transfection and chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
The small viral transcripts, 2.0, 1.9, and 1.2 kb, did not(CAT) assay
hybridize with either probe (b) or probe (c), indicating
The cDNA and RRE constructs were cotransfected into that they do not contain sequences corresponding to
CrFK cells by calcium phosphate precipitation (CellPhect these probes. Comparison with the mRNA species of
Transfection kit, Pharmacia). DNA constructs (1 mg each) other retroviruses suggested that the small transcripts
were transfected into one well (about 10 cm2) of a six- might be multiply spliced and contain the intergenic re-
well tissue culture plate. A control plasmid which ex- gion between the pol and env orfs. Our splicing data
presses the b-galactosidase gene from the simian virus confirm that the 2.0- and 1.9-kb transcripts represent the
40 promoter, pSVlac, was cotransfected with other plas- orf-2 and rev regions (see below). However, the function
mids in each transfection to normalize the transfection of the 1.2-kb transcript is unknown.
efficiency. Cells were harvested 48 hr after transfection,
lysed by three freeze–thaw cycles, and assayed for total Temporal pattern of viral transcription
protein concentration (Bradford protein quantification
assay, Bio-Rad) and b-galactosidase activity (b-galactos- To investigate the kinetics of FIV-Oma mRNA synthe-
sis, the virus was inoculated onto CrFK cells at an m.o.i.idase enzyme assay system, Promega). Cell lysates con-
taining equal amounts of b-galactosidase activity were of 1 to allow synchronous infection. The infected cells
were monitored for cytopathic effect (CPE) and magne-used in the CAT assay (Quan-T-CAT assay system, Amer-
sham Life Science). All the transfection experiments sium-associated RT activity in cell culture supernatants.
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FIG. 1. Northern hybridization of FIV-Oma transcripts. (a) Diagrammatic representation of the FIV-Oma proviral genome and the locations of the
subgenomic probes. The names of the orfs are indicated on their corresponding bars. The LTRs are located at both ends of the proviral genome.
The solid bars below the proviral genome show the sizes and locations of the probes. The probes are described in detail under Materials and
Methods. (b) Northern hybridization of FIV-Oma mRNA with different subgenomic probes. 3 mg of mRNA isolated from FIV-Oma-infected CrFK cells
was subjected to formaldehyde gel electrophoresis and analyzed by Northern hybridization with different FIV-Oma subgenomic probes. Lane a,
probe (a); lane b, probe (b); lane c, probe (c). All three probes failed to hybridize with mRNA isolated from uninfected CrFK cells (data not shown).
The size of each RNA species is indicated on the left (kilobases). The 2.0-kb band includes the 2.0-kb/1.9-kb doublet.
The cells were also harvested at various time points after
infection for polyadenylated RNA isolation.
RT activity in the supernatant of infected cells indicates
the active release of viral particles. As shown in Fig. 2,
the RT activity stayed low during the first 24 hr, indicating
that most of the viruses are in the course of the first
replication cycle. Then the RT activity increased slightly
from 24 to 48 hr, followed by a rapid growth between 48
and 66 hr after infection, suggesting the end of the first
cycle by the significant amount of virions released. Small
syncytia were first noted at about 40 hr postinfection. At
66 hr postinfection, numerous large syncytia (giant cells
with more than 10 nuclei) were observed and cell lysis
began to occur.
Polyadenylated RNA was isolated from FIV-Oma-in-
fected CrFK cells that were harvested at different times
postinfection. An equal amount of polyadenylated RNA
from each time point was analyzed by Northern hybridiza-
tion using a probe containing FIV-Oma LTR (Fig. 3, two
exposures). At 24 hr postinfection, while the RT activity
was low and no CPE was seen, only the 2.0 kb/1.9 kb
FIG. 2. Growth curve of FIV-Oma in CrFK cells. CrFK cells weredoublet of viral transcripts was detected. This finding is
infected with FIV-Oma at an m.o.i. of 1.0 to establish synchronousconsistent with the temporal pattern shown for HIV-1, in
infection. Supernatants were collected from the infected cells at differ-which the multiply spliced viral mRNAs which code for
ent time after infection. Magnesium (Mg2/)-associated RT activity in
the regulatory proteins are expressed early during infec- the supernatants was measured by an ELISA-based colormetric RT
tion before structural proteins are expressed and virions assay system and the value is shown in the figure as optical density
at 405 nm.are produced. At 48 hr postinfection, all six species of
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are shown in Fig. 4a. The predicted transcription map of
FIV-Oma is illustrated in Fig. 4b.
Since all the viral transcripts contain the U5 region of
the viral LTR at the 5* end and the U3 region at the 3 *
end in the mRNAs, a pair of primers pU5 and pU3 were
used to amplify the small viral transcripts which are
mostly multiply spliced. Three species of subgenomic
viral transcripts were identified using this pair of primers
(Fig. 4b, transcripts e, f, and g), and they involve four
exons spliced between the splice donor and acceptor
sites. Exon 1 contains the 5* end of the viral genome to
the first splice donor site (SD1). This region includes the
leader sequence that precedes the first translated region
in the genome. Exon 2 is spliced between the first splice
acceptor site (SA1) and the second splice donor site
(SD2). It is 71 bases long and contains the initiation of
the vif orf. Exon 3 is located between the second spliceFIG. 3. Northern hybridization of FIV-Oma mRNA isolated at different
time during infection of CrFK cells. Messenger RNA was isolated at acceptor site (SA2) and the third splice donor site (SD3).
24, 48, and 66 hr postinfection (P.I.). 4 mg of mRNA from uninfected It is 704 bases which includes orf-2 and the first 310
CrFK cells and infected cells at each time point were analyzed by
bases of the env orf. Exon 4 uses the third splice acceptorNorthern hybridization. The blot was hybridized with probe (a) whose
site (SA3), which is located between the end of the envlocation in the proviral genome is shown in Fig. 1. The size of each RNA
species is indicated on the left (kilobases). The 2.0-kb band includes the orf and the start of the 3 * LTR, and contains sequence
2.0-kb/1.9-kb doublet. (a) 8-hr exposure. (b) 72-hr exposure. of the 3 * end of the viral genome. Exons 1 and 4 are
included in all three transcripts as depicted in Fig. 4b.
In addition to these two exons, transcript e contains an-viral transcripts were present, and a moderate level of
other two exons, exons 2 and 3 that are located in theviral particles were released from the infected cells. At
intergenic region between pol and env, while transcript66 hr postinfection, the overall amount of viral transcripts
f has only exon 3. Transcript g is spliced between SD1was much higher, although the same amount of polyade-
and SA3 and contains no sequence between exons 1nylated RNA was analyzed. Meanwhile, active viral repli-
and 4.cation was indicated by the RT activity and CPE of in-
The Northern hybridization analysis of FIV-Oma-poly-fected cells. A very faint band of 4 kb is present in the
adenylated RNA suggested that the 5.0- and 4.4-kb tran-Northern blot. It could be an alternatively spliced tran-
scripts were the vif and env transcripts which are usuallyscript that is expressed in trace amount and not identified
singly spliced according to previous studies (Cullen andby RT-PCR of viral mRNA (see below).
Greene, 1989; Tomonaga et al., 1993; Viglianti et al.,
Splicing pattern of FIV-Oma transcripts 1990). Because of their relatively large sizes, their cDNAs
were poorly amplified by RT-PCR with primers pU5 andThe Northern hybridization analysis of FIV-Oma mRNA
pU3 under the conditions described (data not shown).showed that, like other lentiviruses, FIV-Oma has a com-
Therefore, different downstream primers were used withplex pattern of gene expression. The full-length viral RNA
the upstream primer pU5 to amplify the predicted splicewas spliced singly or multiply to produce the subgenomic
junction regions of these transcripts to determine theirRNA species. To examine the splicing pattern of each
splicing pattern. Primer p57 was located in the vif orftranscript, we isolated polyadenylated RNA from FIV-
between SD2 and SA2 and thus its sequence was splicedOma-infected CrFK cells and PBMCs. With the viral poly-
out in the small transcripts (Fig. 4b). It was used withadenylated RNAs as templates, cDNAs of the multiply
pU5 to amplify the splice junction predicted to be usedspliced viral transcripts and the splice junctions of the
by the vif transcript. The sequence of the RT-PCR productsingly spliced viral transcripts were amplified by reverse
showed that SD1 and SA1 were used for the generationtranscription followed by polymerase chain reaction (RT-
of vif mRNA (Fig. 4b, transcript b). Primer p62 was locatedPCR). The positions and orientations of the primers used
downstream of SD3 in the env orf. Primers pU5 and p62in the RT-PCR are shown as arrows in Fig. 4b and de-
were used to amplify the splice junctions of the env tran-scribed under Materials and Methods. The sequences
script. Two species of env viral transcripts were identifiedof the cDNAs were determined and compared with that
(Fig. 4b, transcripts c and d). Transcript d was singlyof the proviral genome to locate the splice sites. A total
spliced between SD1 and SA2. Transcript c was doublyof seven viral mRNAs with three splice donor and three
spliced. Compared with transcript d, c had an additionalsplice acceptor sites were identified. The sequences of
the splice sites and their positions in the proviral genome small exon between SA1 and SD2. It was the same exon
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FIG. 4. The splicing pattern of FIV-Oma. (a) The sequences and locations of the three splice donor (SD) and three splice acceptor (SA) sites of
FIV-Oma. The splice sites were determined by comparing the sequence of the RT-PCR-amplified viral cDNAs with that of the FIV-Oma proviral
genome. The numbers indicate the nucleotide positions of the splice sites in the FIV-Oma proviral genome. (b) The predicted splicing pattern of
FIV-Oma transcripts. A diagrammatic representation of the FIV-Oma proviral genome is shown at the top. The names of the orfs are shown on their
corresponding bars. Open triangles indicate the locations of the splice acceptor sites, and closed triangles indicate the locations of the splice
donor sites. The arrows represent the locations and orientations of the oligonucleotide primers used in the RT-PCR. Their sequences and exact
locations in the genome are described under Materials and Methods. Viral transcripts a to g are deduced from the sequence of the cDNA clones.
The predicted sizes of these transcripts are indicated on the right. The designations of the exons in the multiply spliced transcripts are indicated
on transcript e.
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identified as exon 2 in the multiply spliced small tran-
script e.
The splicing pattern of FIV-Oma transcripts (Fig. 4b)
was resolved by RT-PCR of viral polyadenylated RNAs
that were isolated from infected CrFK cells and from
infected PBMCs. The same results were obtained in the
two cell types. The calculated sizes of the viral transcripts
based on their splicing patterns (Fig. 4b) are consistent
with those determined by Northern blot analysis. How-
ever, an additional 4.3-kb transcript was identified by
RT-PCR, suggesting that the 4.4-kb band seen on the
Northern blot was a doublet of 4.4- and 4.3-kb transcripts. FIG. 5. In vitro transcription and translation of viral cDNA clones.
The cDNA clones of viral transcripts e, f, and g amplified from PBMCs
In vitro transcription and translation of FIV-Oma viral were analyzed in the reticulocyte lysate in vitro transcription and trans-
cDNAs lation system (Promega). [35S]Methionine was used to label the synthe-
sized proteins. The labeled protein products were analyzed by SDS–Sequence analysis of the cDNA clones of transcripts
PAGE. The sizes of the protein molecular weight marker are indicated
e and f indicates that both transcripts contain two orfs. on the left. The viral cDNA clones which were used as templates in
The upstream orf-2 is about 300 bases located in exon the assay system are indicated on top of their corresponding lanes.
Lane NC, negative control with no DNA added to the reaction mixture.3 (Barr et al., 1997). From its size and location in the
genome, it resembles the orf-2/orf A of domestic cat FIV
isolates (Maki et al., 1992; Olmsted et al., 1989b; Phillips
RNA structural element. The RRE of FIV has been shownet al., 1990; Talbott et al., 1989). However, it does not
to be at the 3 * end of the env orf in some domestic cathave an AUG initiation codon as do the domestic cat
FIV isolates and is required for Rev function (Phillips etviruses. The downstream 462 base pair (bp) orf is spliced
al., 1992). The RRE of FIV-Oma was predicted by com-between exons 3 and 4. Its predicted amino acid se-
puter-assisted searching of the proviral genome for re-quence has 48% overall identity to the Rev protein of a
gions with unusual RNA folding properties. A 163-nucleo-domestic cat FIV isolate, FIV-PPR, and this identity rises
tide region (9028 to 9190) surrounding the stop codon ofto 80% in the arginine-rich basic domain near the C-
the env orf has the potential for forming a long singleterminus. This orf appears to be the rev orf from its size,
hairpin with seven small loops along the stem (Fig. 6a).location, and splicing pattern. Sequence analysis of tran-
This region was hypothesized to be the putative RRE ofscript g predicted one potential small orf located in exon
FIV-Oma. Although the location and configuration of the4. It has 33 amino acids and overlaps the C-terminus of
putative RRE are comparable to the reported RRE regionsthe rev orf.
of domestic cat FIV isolates (Phillips et al., 1992), thereSince transcripts e and f have bicistronic potential, it
is very little nucleotide sequence identity between theis important to determine whether proteins are translated
FIV-Oma RRE and the RREs of domestic cat FIVs.from both orfs. It is also necessary to show whether the
A 458-bp fragment containing the putative FIV-Omasmall orf in transcript g encodes any proteins. Therefore,
RRE was amplified by PCR and cloned into a reportercDNA clones of transcripts e, f and g amplified from FIV-
plasmid, pUC-L7C-CAT, which was modeled afterOma-infected PBMCs were subjected to in vitro tran-
pDM128 (Huang et al., 1991). The resulting construct hasscription and translation. One major protein band of 22
a CAT gene driven by the Rous sarcoma virus LTR andkDa was detected in the translation products of cDNA
the putative RRE of FIV-Oma cloned downstream of theclones e and f (Fig. 5). The size of this product implied
CAT gene. Flanking the CAT gene and the FIV-Oma RREthat it was translated from the second orf in the cDNA
are retroviral splice donor and acceptor sites (Fig. 6b).clones, the putative rev orf. Furthermore, it is similar to
In the absence of functional Rev–RRE interaction, thethe size of the Rev protein of FIV-PPR (Phillips et al.,
CAT gene will be removed by splicing. Therefore, by1992). Besides the major product generated by clones e
transfecting this construct into mammalian cells, theand f, there were faint bands representing smaller protein
functional activity of the Rev protein can be measuredproducts. It was not clear whether these proteins were
by the level of CAT activity in the target cells.translation products of the first orf in the bicistronic
cDNAs (orf-2) or degradation products of the 22-kDa pro-
Analysis of the Rev activity of viral cDNA clones
tein. No obvious protein bands were detected in the
translation product of cDNA clone g. To study the Rev activity of FIV-Oma in cultured cells,
we subcloned cDNAs e and f into a mammalian expres-
Identification of FIV-Oma RRE sion vector, pRc/CMV, under the control of a CMV pro-
moter. By cotransfecting these clones with the RRE-CATThe function of the viral regulatory protein Rev is medi-
ated by its binding to an RRE, which is a higher-order reporter construct into CrFK cells, we assessed the Rev
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interacts with the RRE and increases the expression of
RRE-containing transcripts, resulting in the increased
CAT activities in the cotransfected cells.
The Rev and RRE constructs of FIV-PPR were cotrans-
fected into CrFK cells for comparison with the FIV-Oma
constructs. Cotransfection with FIV-PPR Rev increased
the CAT activity by 4-fold over the baseline activity of
FIV-PPR RRE (Fig. 7). This level of activity is consistent
with a previous report (Phillips et al., 1992), in which CAT
activity was increased 3.9-fold by cotransfection with FIV-
PPR Rev.
In addition, FIV-PPR Rev was cotransfected with FIV-
Oma RRE and increased the CAT activity by 40-fold over
FIV-Oma RRE baseline activity. This result confirms that
the stem–loop structural element in FIV-Oma that was
predicted by sequence analysis functions as an RRE.
Furthermore, it demonstrates the heterologous interac-
tion of Rev and RRE derived from two different FIV strains.
DISCUSSION
FIV-Oma is one of the first nondomestic cat lentivi-
ruses to be cloned and sequenced in its entirety (Barr et
al., 1995, 1997). Its biological characteristics of increased
cytopathicity and infectivity make it an important model
for the study of immunodeficiency virus pathogenesis
and cell tropism. Many possible mechanisms can con-
tribute to these unusual properties of the virus, including
the control of viral gene expression and the activity of
viral regulatory factors. Since little is known about the
transcription of lentiviruses isolated from nondomestic
cats, we studied both the temporal and splicing patterns
FIG. 6. FIV-Oma RRE secondary structure and its reporter construct.
of the mRNAs of FIV-Oma and developed a transcription(a) The predicted secondary structure of FIV-Oma RRE. The numbers
map. We also investigated the activity of one of the viralindicate the nucleotide positions of the respective residues in the provi-
ral genome. The underlined three nucleotides are the stop codon of regulatory proteins, Rev, which is an important factor in
the env orf. (b) The FIV-Oma RRE reporter construct. The plasmid con- the control of viral replication and gene expression.
tains the CAT gene and FIV-Oma RRE under the control of the RSV The FIV-Oma transcripts were characterized by both
LTR. Flanking the CAT gene and the RRE are retroviral splice donor
Northern hybridization and sequence analysis of RT-and acceptor sites, indicated as SD and SA, respectively. The locations
PCR-amplified viral cDNAs. The results of the two studiesof the BglII and XhoI restriction enzymes which were used to clone
the RRE into the vector are indicated by arrows. The dashed line repre- are consistent with each other. The full-length viral tran-
sents the SV 40 poly(A) signal. RSV, Rous sarcoma virus; SV 40, simian script (9.8 kb) is larger than those of domestic cat FIV
virus 40. isolates (around 9.2 kb; Tomonaga et al., 1993). This cor-
relates with the finding that the FIV-Oma genome is ap-
proximately 300 bp longer than those of domestic cat FIVactivities of these viral cDNAs on the predicted RRE.
Cotransfection of the RRE construct with pRc/CMV isolates (Barr et al., 1997; Maki et al., 1992; Olmsted et
al., 1989b; Phillips et al., 1990; Talbott et al., 1989). Theserved as a negative control, and the CAT activity ex-
pressed from these cells was considered to be baseline 2.0 kb/1.9 kb doublet band on the Northern blot consists
of at least two species of viral transcripts. From the tran-CAT activity. Cotransfection of cDNA clones e or f in-
creased the CAT activities by 20- to 34-fold over the scriptional map, they were both identified as transcripts
from orf-2 and rev. The 1.2-kb band is probably transcriptbaseline activity (Fig. 7). The cDNA clones amplified from
PBMCs exhibited slightly higher activities (23- to 34-fold) g based on its size. A similar transcript has been identi-
fied for FIV-PPR by RT-PCR (Phillips et al., 1992). How-than the ones amplified from CrFK cells (20- to 21-fold).
The cDNA clone f amplified from PBMCs showed the ever, the function of this transcript is still unknown, and
our in vitro transcription and translation of cDNA clonehighest activity (34-fold) among the four FIV-Oma cDNA
clones. These results demonstrate that both cDNA g did not show any detectable protein products.
It has been well established that the expression ofclones e and f encode a functional Rev protein which
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FIG. 7. CAT activities in the transient cotransfections of viral cDNA and RRE-CAT constructs. Transfected CrFK cell lysates were prepared and
assayed for their CAT activities as described under Materials and Methods. The value of the CAT activity is the mean value of three parallel
cotransfections. The standard deviations are shown as error bars. Cpm, counts per minute. The combination of the constructs in each cotransfection
is indicated on the left of its corresponding bar. pRev, FIV-PPR Rev construct; pRRE(/), FIV-PPR RRE construct (Phillips et al., 1992). pRRE-Oma,
FIV-Oma RRE in CAT reporter construct (Fig. 6b). The viral cDNA constructs contain RT-PCR amplified cDNAs subcloned in pRc/CMV under the
CMV promoter. pCrFK-e, cDNA of transcript e amplified from CrFK cells; pCrFK-f, cDNA of transcript f amplified from CrFK cells; pPBMC-e, cDNA
of transcript e amplified from PBMCs; pPBMC-f, cDNA of transcript f amplified from PBMCs. The relative increase of CAT activity compared to basal
level for each construct is shown on the right. Cotransfection of an RRE construct with the pRc/CMV vector serves as the baseline activity. The
relative increase by cotransfection with a viral cDNA clone is calculated as fold increase with respect to the baseline activity of its respective RRE.
HIV-1 genes is regulated temporally during the replica- lates (Phillips et al., 1992; Tomonaga et al., 1993). It has
been suggested with HIV-1 that the translation of polycis-tion cycle by the viral protein Rev (Kim et al., 1989; Pomer-
antz et al., 1990). However, this has not been clearly tronic viral transcripts follows the scanning model to se-
lect initiation sites (Schwartz et al., 1990a, 1990b). There-shown for FIV. In this study, we observed that during the
first 24 hr after FIV-Oma infection, the RT level of the fore, the presence of an upstream orf which has an effi-
cient AUG initiation codon will block or reduce theinfected cells stayed low and only the 2.0 kb/1.9 kb dou-
blet band could be detected on Northern blot. As infec- expression of downstream orfs; however, an inefficient
initiation codon will allow the ribosome to scan throughtion progressed, all species of viral mRNA were pro-
duced, coinciding with a sharp increase of RT activity and and use the initiation codon located downstream (Kozak,
1978, 1989). In addition to the most commonly used initia-syncytium formation. We interpret these observations as
indicative of temporal control of viral gene expression tion codon AUG, CUG has been reported as an initiation
codon in polycistronic mRNAs such as murine leukemiasimilar to that observed with HIV-1, in which the Rev
independent genes, including rev itself, are expressed virus gag mRNA (Berlioz and Darlix, 1995) and EIAV tat-
rev mRNA (Carroll and Derse, 1993). In the EIAV system,early during infection followed later by Rev-dependent
genes. the expression of downstream Rev as well as low levels
of upstream Tat is controlled by leaky ribosomal scan-We identified six spliced viral transcripts in addition
to the full-length mRNA, including three medium-sized ning. Likewise, this might be the mechanism for the
translation of FIV-Oma mRNAs. Since the AUG initiation(transcripts b, c, and d) and three small (transcripts e, f,
and g) mRNA species. Four of the spliced transcripts codon of the vif orf is in a favorable translation context,
it is likely that Vif protein will be the major product ex-are bicistronic (transcripts c, d, e, and f). Transcript b is
polycistronic, and transcript g may contain a small orf. pressed from transcript b. In contrast, orf-2 does not
contain an AUG initiation codon. Instead, a CUG codonThe polycistronic potential of viral transcripts has been
documented in many lentiviruses including HIV-1 surrounded by a consensus sequence for initiation is
located at the start of the orf (Barr et al., 1997). Inefficient(Schwartz et al., 1990a, 1990b) and domestic cat FIV iso-
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use of the non-AUG initiation codon may be involved in cat FIV RREs with a single hairpin containing several
loops along the stem (Phillips et al., 1992). The domesticleaky ribosomal scanning and allow the translation of
downstream orfs, resulting in the expression of Env from cat FIV RREs have 150 nucleotides and six loops in the
stem, and the FIV-Oma RRE has 163 nucleotides andtranscripts c and d and Rev from transcripts e and f.
Translation from the downstream orf appears to be pre- seven loops in the stem (Fig. 6). Although their secondary
structure is highly conserved, the nucleotide sequencesdominant for transcripts e and f in our in vitro translation
experiments; the 22-kDa protein is presumably translated of FIV-Oma RRE and domestic cat FIV RREs have no
detectable identity, despite the fact that the sequence isfrom the downstream rev orf based on its size. However,
it is not clear whether any protein is expressed from orf- conserved among the domestic cat FIV RREs (Phillips et
al., 1992). This may be an indication that the secondary2 in FIV-Oma. The faint bands detected in the in vitro
translation products of cDNA clones e and f are similar structure of the RRE is more important than its primary
sequence, as has been described for other lentivirusesin size to the predicted orf-2 product. Therefore, they may
represent the protein encoded by orf-2 expressed at a (Holland et al., 1990; Huang et al., 1991).
The Rev activities encoded by FIV-Oma cDNAs e andlow level due to inefficient initiation.
Both env and rev transcripts consist of two species of f are 5 to 8 times higher than those of FIV-PPR. The
greater increase of CAT activity can result in two ways:mRNAs either with or without the small noncoding exon
2. This exon includes the initiation region of the vif orf; a lower basal CAT activity expressed from FIV-Oma RRE
construct in the absence of Rev and a more active FIV-however, no orf with a reasonable size follows this AUG
due to the presence of a stop codon shortly downstream Oma Rev protein. Since the basal CAT activity of the FIV-
PPR RRE construct is 16 times higher than that of theintroduced by splicing. Similar small noncoding exons
have been identified in many lentiviral transcripts includ- FIV-Oma RRE construct, the first possibility is more likely
to be the main reason for the observed result. Previousing HIV-1, SIV, visna virus, and domestic cat FIV isolates
(Davis and Clements, 1989; Phillips et al., 1992; Schwartz investigations of the HIV-1 RRE have shown that some
RRE mutations affect basal CAT activity without abolish-et al., 1990a; Tomonaga et al., 1993; Viglianti et al., 1990).
In HIV-1, small noncoding exons are incorporated in ing Rev-induced activity, for reasons that are not under-
stood (Dayton et al., 1989; Huang et al., 1991). The sec-many transcripts such as env, rev, tat, and nef (Schwartz
et al., 1990a, 1990b). However, a small noncoding exon ondary structure of FIV-Oma RRE has a slightly longer
stem with one extra loop compared with the RREs ofsimilar to the FIV-Oma exon 2 has been detected only in
the orf-2-rev transcript, but not in the env transcript of domestic cat FIVs, and this difference might contribute
to the lower basal CAT activity of FIV-Oma RRE. Thethe domestic cat FIV mRNA species (Phillips et al., 1992;
Tomonaga et al., 1993). The noncoding exon 2 in tran- lower basal CAT activity implies that during early infec-
tion in the absence of Rev, the viral mRNAs are pro-script e may serve as a leader sequence, although its
structural and functional importance is unknown. Contro- cessed more efficiently into small transcripts which en-
code the regulatory proteins including Rev. This may leadversial results have been reported for HIV-1 transcripts
which contain similar exons. Schwartz et al. showed no to an accelerated accumulation of Rev protein which is
required for the switch from early to late gene expressionsignificant difference between the transcripts with and
without the noncoding exons (Schwartz et al., 1990a); of the virus and active release of virions. It has been
suggested by a number of groups that the Rev–RRE inter-however, Muesing et al. reported that Tat encoded by
cDNA which contains the noncoding exon transactivates action plays a key role in viral latency (Malim and Cullen,
1991; Pomerantz et al., 1990), and that a threshold levelHIV-1 LTR 5 times better than that encoded by cDNA
without the exon (Muesing et al., 1987). Our studies of of Rev is required for efficient viral replication (Pomerantz
et al., 1992). Since FIV-Oma acutely and cytopathicallythe Rev activities of FIV-Oma cDNA clones e and f sug-
gest that exon 2 is not necessary for the production of infects a range of cell lines, whereas domestic cat FIV
isolates establish chronic and noncytopathic infections,an active Rev protein. In fact, cDNA clones without the
exon (pCrFK-f and pPBMC-f) have a slightly higher Rev it is possible that a more efficient switch of gene expres-
sion mediated by the Rev–RRE interaction contributesactivity than the corresponding clones with the exon
(pCrFK-e and pPBMC-e). to the FIV-Oma phenotype. Additional research is re-
quired to test this hypothesis. A construct of FIV-OmaThe RRE of FIV-Oma was identified as an RNA second-
ary structure by computer prediction based on its se- RRE in the context of FIV-PPR is being made and will be
studied for its cytopathicity.quence. As with the domestic cat FIV isolates (Kiyomasu
et al., 1991; Phillips et al., 1992), the RRE of FIV-Oma Despite the low sequence similarity between the RREs
of FIV-Oma and FIV-PPR, the Rev protein of FIV-PPR canspans the end of the env gene. This feature is unique to
FIV, because the RRE of all other lentiviruses is located interact with the RRE of FIV-Oma and increase CAT ex-
pression from the RRE containing RNAs. The result ofnear the SU–TM junction of the env orf (Malim et al.,
1989a; Tiley et al., 1990). The predicted secondary RNA this heterologous interaction (40-fold increase of CAT
activity) is even higher than the homologous interactionstructure of FIV-Oma RRE is similar to that of domestic
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virus bicistronic tat-rev mRNA requires leaky ribosome scanning ofbetween FIV-Oma Rev and RRE (20- to 34-fold increase of
the tat CTG initiation codon. J. Virol. 67, 1433–1440.CAT activity). Similar heterologous interactions between
Chang, D. D., and Sharp, P. A. (1989). Regulation by HIV Rev depends
Rev/Rex and RRE of different lentiviruses have been pre- upon recognition of splice sites. Cell 59, 789–795.
viously reported (Malim et al., 1989a; Rimsky et al., 1988). Cullen, B. R., and Greene, W. C. (1989). Regulatory pathways governing
HIV-1 replication. Cell 58, 423–426.Our data further support the notion that the secondary
Davis, J. L., and Clements, J. E. (1989). Characterization of a cDNA clonestructure of the RRE is more important than its primary
encoding the visna virus transactivating protein. Proc. Natl. Acad.sequence for Rev interaction.
Sci. USA 86, 414–418.
Since FIV-Oma exhibits an increased infectivity and Dayton, E., Powell, D. M., and Dayton, A. I. (1989). Functional analysis
cytopathicity compared to domestic cat FIV isolates, the of CAR, the target sequence for the REV protein of HIV-1. Science
246, 1625–1629.understanding of what genes or elements control these
Fischer, U., Huber, J., Boelens, W. C., Mattaj, I. W., and Luhrmann, R.biological characteristics is important. The development
(1995). The HIV-1 rev activation domain is a nuclear export signalof an FIV-Oma transcription map has provided us with
that accesses an export pathway used by specific cellular RNAs.
some basic understandings about its genomic organiza- Cell 82, 475–483.
tion and gene expression, which are essential for the Fourney, R. M., Miyakoshi, J., Day III, R. S., and Paterson, M. C. (1988).
Northern blotting: Efficient staining and transfer. Focus 10, 5–7.future studies at a molecular level. The function of Rev–
Heaphy, S., Finch, J. T., Gait, M. J., Karn, J., and Singh, M. (1991). HumanRRE may contribute to the cytopathicity of FIV-Oma by
immunodeficiency virus type 1 regulator of virion expression, rev,regulating its gene expression and perhaps latency. To
forms nucleoprotein filaments after binding to a purine rich ‘‘bubble’’
elucidate other mechanisms involved in regulating viral located within the rev-responsive region of viral mRNAs. Proc. Natl.
cytopathicity, studies of additional viral genes are under- Acad. Sci. USA 88, 7366–7379.
Holland, S. M., Ahmad, N., Maitra, R. K., Wingfield, P., and Venkatesan,way. The protein encoded by orf-2 will be tested for its
S. (1990). Human immunodeficiency virus Rev protein recognizes atransactivation activity and compared with domestic cat
Target sequence in Rev-responsive element RNA within the contextFIV orf-2. In addition, chimeras of FIV-Oma and domestic
of RNA secondary structure. J. Virol. 64, 5966–5975.
cat FIVs will be constructed and studied to identify re- Huang, X., Hope, T. J., Bond, B. L., McDonald, D., Grahl, K., and Parslow,
gions in the viral genome that are responsible for the T. G. (1991). Minimal Rev-response element for type 1 human immu-
nodeficiency virus. J. Virol. 65, 2131–2134.unique features of FIV-Oma.
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